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3 
Theoretical Perspectives on 
International Relations in Asia 

Amitav Acharya 

Any discussion of theoretical perspectives on the international relations 
(IR) in Asia confronts the paradox that much of the available Iite.rature on 
the subject remains atheoretical. Whether from within and outside the re
gion, students and analysts of Asia are largely unconvinced that theory is ei- \ 
ther necessary or useful for studying Asian international relations. l Al
though interest in it is growing in the region, partirularlyin China,2 theory 
is seen as too abstract, or too divorced from the daY-lo-day concerns of gov
ernments and peoples to merit serious and sustained pursuit. 

Moreover, theory is criticized by many in Asia as too "Western." Thus, 
even among those writers on Asian IR who are theoretically oriented, dis
agreement persists as to whether IR theory is relevan t to studying Asia, given 
its origin in, and close association with, Western historical traditions, intel
lectual cliscourses, and foreign policy practices. International relations the
ory, like the disdpline itself, has been, and remains, an "American social sci
ence," to quote Stanley Hoffman's much quoted phrase3 

The recent advances made hy the. ':English School" and continental EU

ropean ConstruC'tiyism havenoLmade lR theory "univ-eTsal"; ltm@ii. have 
entrenched and broadened the Western dom.inance. The question of how 
relevant ill theory is to the study of Asian security has evoked strikingly dif- ( 
ferent responses. On the one band, Qav.id Kang has seized upon the non
realization of Realist warnings oTPostwar Asia being "ripe for rivalry" to cri
tique not just Realism, but Western ill theory in general for "getting Asia 
\\'rong."4 [n ill1a1yzing Asian regionalism, Pete.r Kaiienstein -comments: 
"Theories based on Western, and especiallyWest""'lUIupe'm1 experience, have 
been of little use in making sense of Asian regionalism. "5 Although Katzcn
slein's remarks specifically concern the l>tudy ofAsian regionalism, they can 
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be applied to Asian IR in general. And it is a view widely shared among 
Asian scholars. On the other side, Joll[lJkenberry and Michael Mastanduno 
defend the relevance of Westem theorellcai frameworks In studYing the in
ternational relations of Asi2. While intra-Asian relationships might have 
had some distinctive features historically, this distinctiveness had been di
luted by the progressive iOlegration of the region into the modem jmerna
tiQnal system. The international relations of Asia have acquired the behav
ioral norms and attributes associated with the modern iot~rsrate system 
that originated in Europe and still retains much of the features of the West
phalian model. Hence, the core concepts of international relations theory 
such as I\~gemony, the distribution of power, international regimes, and po
litical identity are as relevant in the ASian context as anywhere else. 6 

To this observer, this debate is a healthy caveat, rather than a debilitating 
constraint, on analyzing Asian international relations with the help of an 
admittedly Western theoretical literature. To be sure, theoretical paradigms 
developed from the Western experience do not adequately capture the full 
range of ideas and relationships that drive international relations in Asia. 
But IR tRearies-Realism, Liberalism, Constructivism, and criticalJR...theo
ries-are relevant and useful in analyzing Asian lR prQvided they do not en
courage a selection bias in favor of those phenomena (ideas, events, trends, 
and relationships) that fit with them and against that which does not. IR 
scholars should feel free to identify and study phenomena that are eitheJ" ig
nored or given scarce attention by these perspectives. 'TIley should also de
velop concepts and insights from the Asian context and experience, not just 
to study Asian developments and dynamics, but also other parts of the 
world. In other words, Western IR theory, despite its ethnocentrism, is not 
to be dismissed or expunged from Asian classrooms or seminars, but uni
versalized with the infusion of Asian histories, personalities, philosophies, 
trajectories, and practices. 

To do so, one must look beyond the contributions of those who write in 
an overtly theoretical fashion, explicitly employing theoretical jargon and 
making references to the theoretical literature of IR. A good deal of empiri
calor policy-relevant work may be regarded as Lheoretical for analytical pur
poses because it, like the speeches and writings of policymakers, reflects 
mental or social constructs that side with different paradigms of interna
tional relations? To ignore these in any discussion of theory would be to 
miss out on a large and important dimension of the debate on, and analysis 
of, Asian fR. In the sections that follow; I examine three major perspectives 
on Asian international relations: Re~m, Liber.alism, and Conslrumvjsm " 

None of these theories are coherent, singular entities. Each contains a 
\ range of perspectives and variations, some of which overlap with those of 

the others, although this complexity is seldom acknowledged in academIC 
debatel>. And using even these broad calegolies is not tlut simple because a 

Theorer.ical Perspectives 

good deal of writings on Asian IR are generated by area specialists, who are 
unlikely to pigeonJlole themselves into Realist, Liberal, and Constructivist 
slots. So theoriZing AsianlR necessarily involves generaliZing from a thin 
conceptual base and making arbitrary judgment~ about who and what be
longs where_ 

Table 3.1. Three Perspectives on Internalional Relations 

Rea/ism Libera/ism Constructivism 
,"lain Actors States States, multinational States, transnational 

corporations, 
international 
organizations 

knowledge 
communities, and 
moral 

I)rimary Goals 
of Stelles 

Pursuit of national 
interest; Power 
maximization 
(offensive 
Realism); Survival 
and security 

Cooperation and 
coordination to 
achieve collective 
goals; World 
peace 

entrepreneur~ 

Community 
building through 
interactions and 
shared normative 
frameworks 

(defensive 

Preferred 
International 
Order 

Realism) 
A balance-of-power 

system 
underpinned by 
self-help and 
alliances to 
maintain 
international 

A collective ~ecurity 
system 
underpinned by 
free trade, liberal 
democracy, and 
institutions 

Global and regional 
security 
communities 
forged through 
shared norms and 
collective identity 

order 
Primarv Mode 

of Interaction 
between Units 

Strategic interaction 
backed by causal 
ideas and military 
and economic 

Two-level (domestic 
and international) 
bargaining 
backed by causal 

Socialization 
through 
principled ideas 
and institutions power ideas; Trade and 

other forms of 
functional 

t\ Major 
Variation 

Neo-Realism: 
distribution of 
power decides 
outcome 

instilutiona Iization 
Neo-Liberal 

Institutionalism: 
international 
system anarchic, 

Critical 
Constructivism: 
challenges the 
stelte-centric 

but institutions Constructivism of 
crealed by states Wendt 
in their self
interest' do 
constrain anarchy
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Although theories of IR are built around a set of assumptions and argu
menU; that are broad in scope and supposed to apply to every region, in re
ality, theoretical debates about the international relations of regions often 
develop around issues and arguments peculiar to the region. Asia is no ex
Cl~ption. Hence in discussing the three theoretical perspectives in the con
text of Asia, I identify and discuss those arguments and metaphors that have
 
dominated both academic and policy debates (table 3.2).
 

This chapter 1001<s primarily at international relations and regional order,
 
rather than the foreign policy of Asian states. It is not intended as a survey
 
of the literature on Asian international relations. Furthermore, I am inter

ested in exploring the relationship between theoretical constructs and em

pirical developments in Asian international relations. Theory does not exist 
in a vacuum. Both at the global level and in the region, theoretical work re
sponds to major events and changes occurring within and outside (at the 
global level) the region. In the last section of this chapter I make some gen
eral observations about the prospects for developing an Asian universalism 
in international relations theory, as a counter to both Western dominance 
and Asian exceptionalism. A fmal aspect of this chapteT is that it is oriented 
more toward security studies than international political economy. This to 
some extent reflects the state of the study of Asian international rclations, 
in which the work on security studies exceeds that on international politi

cal economy (WE). 

REALISM 

Realists take the international system to be in anarchy (no authority above 
the state), in which states, as the main actors in international relations, are 
guided mainly by consideration of power and the national interest. Inter
national relations is a zero-sum game in which states are more concerned 

\ with their relative gains rather than absolute gains (how mud1 one gains 
vis-a-vis another is more important than the fact that everybody may gain 
something). The relentless competition for power and influence makes con
flict inevitable and cooperation rare and superficiaL international institU
tions operate on the margins of great power whims and caprice. Interna
tional order, never permanent, is maintained by manipulating the balance 
of power. with power defined primarily in economic and military terms. A Real 
later version of Realism, developed by Kenneth Waltz and called "neo- 
ism," suesses the importance of the structural properties of the interna
tional system, especially the distribution of power, in shaping conflict and 
Older, thereby downplaying the impact of human nature (emphasized by 
classical Realists) or domestic pahties in international relations. More re
cently, inua-Realist debates have revealed differences between "offensive 
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Realists" and "defensive Realists." Offensive Realists such as Mearsheimer 
argue that states are power maximizers: going for "all they can get" with \ 
"hegemony as their ultimate goal." Defensive Realists, such as Roben Jervis 
or Jack ST!Y.der, maintain that states are generally satisfied with the status 
quo if their own security is not challenged, and thus they concentrate on 
maintaining the balance of power. 

Whether academic or policy-oriented, ReaUs.ts view the balance of power 
as the key force shaping Asia's postwar international relations, with the 
United States as chief regional balancer. 9 A major proponent of this view is 

KuanYew, Singapore's senior statesman. Lee ascribes not only Asian sta
bility, but also its robust economic growth during the "miracle years," to the 
U.S. military presence in the region. 1o In his view, the U.S. presence and in
tervention in Indochina secured the region against Chinese and Soviet ex
pansion and gave the Asian states time to develop the.ir economies. 1 

J In the 
wake of the commwlist takeover of South Vietnam in 1975, Seni Pramoj, 
the leader of Thailand's Democrat Pany, described the U.S. role as the re
gional balancer in somewhat different terms: "We have cock fights in Thai
land, but sometimes we put a sheet of glass between the fighting cocks. 
They can peck at each other without hurting each other. In the cold war be
tween MoscoW and Peking, the glass between tbe antagonists can be Wash

ington." 12 

Until the end of the Cold War, Realist arguments about Asian IR were 
closer to classical Realism, rather than the neo-Realism developed by Ken
neth Waltz, which stresses the causal impact of the distribution of power. 
This has c11anged with the end of the Gold War, which..s.pelled the end of 
blp.o~rity.nlUs,a new Realist argument about Asian international relations 
is the view that the end of bipolarity spells disorder and even doom for the 
region. For neo-Realists, bipolarity is a illore stable international system 
than multipolarity, both in terms of the dmability of the system itself and vJ" l 
the balance between conflict and order that prevails within the system. 
The end of the Cold War would witness the "decompression" of conflicts 
held under dleck under bipolar management. I'! Hence, Realism paints a 
dark picture of Asia's post-Cold War order. In policy debates, the favorite 
Realist cliche in the initial post-Cold War years was the "power vacuum" 
created by superpower retrenchment, as could be foreseen from the with
drawal of Soviet naval facilities in Cam Ranh Bay, Vietnam, and the dis
mantling orthe U.S. naval and air bases in the Philippines. 

Questions about a vacuum of power inevitably beg the question of who 
is to fill it. Initially, Realist prognosis favored a multipolar contest featuring 
a rising China, a remilitarizeCT (thanks partly to U.S. retrenchment) lapan, 
and India (whose potential as an emerging power was yet to be recognized). 
But with the persistence of China's double-digit economic growth matched 
by double-digit annual increases in its defense spending, it was the rise of 

Theoretical Perspectives 

China that became the focal point of Realist aIlXieties (delight?) about 
Asian insecurity. 

From a :'pow~Ltransitjon theory" perspective, Realists foresaw an in
evitable confrontation between the status quo power (United States) and its 
rising power challenger (China). But paving the way for such a confronta
tion was the logic of offensive Realism, which see~ <In inevitable tendency 
in risin&powers toward regional expansionism. Jobn Mearsheimer likened 
the rise of China to that of the United States in the nineteenth century, 
where the aspiring hegemon went on a spree of acquiring adjacent territo
ries and imposed a sphere of infl~ence (0onroe Doctrine) in the wider 
neighborhood. 15 Expansionism occurs not because rising powers are hard
wired into an expansionist mode, but because anilli:hy. induces ~ concern 
for ~urviv.al .even among the most powerful actors. In other words, great 
powers suffer from survival anxieties no less than weak states, and it is this 
concern for survival tbat drives them toward regional hegemony. The result 
is the paradoxical logic of "expand to survive." 

Since a balance of power is likely to be either unstable (if multipolarity 
emerges)or absent (if Chinese hegemony materializes), is there a fole for 
multilateral institutions as alternative sources of stability? During the Cold 
War, Realists paid little attention to Asian regional institutions or dialogues, 
of which there were but a few: an Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN)yreoccupied with the Cambodia conflict, a severely anemic Soutb 
Asia Association for Regional Cooperation (§AA.B-C), and some loose eco
nomic frameworks such as the PacifttEconomic Cooperation Council 
(PI:.CC), But with the end of the Cold War accompanied by a refocusing of 
ASEAN toward wider regional security issues and the emergence of new re
gional institutions such as the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (19-89) 
and the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF, 1~24), Realism came under chal
lenge from "institutionalist" perspectives, that is, those who argued that re
gion~j'norms and institutions, rather than just the balance of power system, 
have 'helped to keep the peace in Cold War Asia and would playa more im
portant role in theregion's post-Cold War order. Realists reli'pOilded to this 
challenge by targeting Asian reglonal institutions. Their main preoccupa
tion is no longer just to highlight the crucial need for a stable balance of 
POwer system, but also to expose the !lm~ns of regional institutions. 

Realists di§miss the capacity o(regional institutions in Asia to act as a 
force for peace. For them, regional order rests on bilateralism (especially the 
U.S. hub-and-spake system).. rather than multilateralism. During the Cold 
War, Realislscholar Michael Leifer famously described Asian regional secu
rity institutions as "adjuncts" to the balance of power.lc; While institutions 
may be effective where great powers drive them (e.g., NATO), Asian institu
liom are fatally flawed because they are created and maintained by weak 
powers. One concession made to Asian institutions by their Realist critics is 
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to accord them a role in smoothing the rough edges of balance of power 
geopolitics, an argument consistent with the English School perspective. 
Since J"{eak. powers- are. strueu.u:ally incapable for maintaining order and 
achie~K-s~cw:ityand prosperity on their own terms and witl21.n their own 
means (there can be no such thing as a "regional solution to regional prob
lems"), the best way to manage the security dilemma is to keepaI"1 the rel
e;.mtir~at powers involved in dle regional arena so that thevcan balance 

each other's influence. 
Such Involvement cannot be automatic, however; it has to be contrived, 

and this is where regional institutions play tl1eir useful role as arenas for 
strategic engagement. Instead of great powers crealingjnstitutions and set
ting..Q.1eir agenda, as would be normal in a Realist world, weak powers may 
sOIn~times create and employ institutions with a view to engage those pow!V' 
eLS thaLare crucial to equilibrium of power. 17,..r 

,; 

But this limited role of regional institutions notwithstanding, Realists 
generally Gnd Asia's international relations to be fraught with uncertainty 
and dangeT of conflict due to the absence of conditions in Asia that ensure 
a multipolar peace in Europe. In a famous essay,-Aaron Friedberg..argued 
that the factors that might mitigate anarchy in Europe resulting from the 
disappearance of bipolar stability are noticeably absent in Asia, thereby ren
dering the region "tipe for rjyalry. n 18 These mitlliating factors include oat 
oI1,ly suong regional institutions like the gu, but also economic in-terde
peudence. and shared democratic political systems. Some Realists, lil<e 
Friedberg, have found A.IDan...e.conomic. inter.d.ep~deJ1~e to b.e thin relative 
to what exists in Europe and the interdependence between Asia and the 
West. Others, hke Buzan and Segal and GiI.Qin, argue that economic inter
dependence cannot Keep peace and may even cause more strif~ than or
der.19 lronica1ly, Realists have somehow found economic interdependence 
within Asia to be either scarce or destabilizing, or both at the same time. 

In terms of its contributions, Realism can take credit for an analytical and 
policy consistency io highlightiEg..the role. of the balanc~_ of 20wer in re
gional order. This view has been maintained both during the heydays of 
U.S hegernouyin..the 1950s and '60s, through the course of its rfJ-ative de
cline in the post-Vietnam years, and in the post-Cold War "unipolar mo
ment.;; filGhina...Realism was the one Wes~rruheo.ry--OfIR that blgke the 
monopoly of Marxist-Leninist and Maoist thought. This would later pave 
the way fOf Qt.he.r perspectives on international relations, inc1uding,Uberal
ism ~nd Constructivism. R~21~.!Jl also gave a certain underlying conceptual 
coherence to a great deal of atheoretical or policy writings on-Asian inter

national relations. 
During tbe Cold War, Realism was arguably the dql12inant perspective OIl 

the international relations of Asia. This was true not just of the academic 
realm, but also in the policy world Although it is difficull to find evidence 
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for the cliche that Asians are instinctively wedded to a Realist worldview 
and approach, Asian polkymake.rs, with the exception of some of those 
who fought against colonial rule (india's 1awaharlal Nehru in particular), 
tended to be Realist (even Nehru claimed not to have been a "starry-eyed 
idealisl").2o Even in communist China, Hans Morgenthau's Politics among 
Nations enjoyed a huge popularity in classrooms, matching or exceeding th 
appeal of Marx or Mao. The same was true of Nehruvian India, where the 
indigenous idealism Gandhi and Nehru inspired scarcely formed part of IR 
teaching and learning. 

But, more recently, Realist perspectives on Asian JR have come under at
t'lck. TheprealCtJons of Realists about Asia's post-Cold War insecurIty have 
yet to materialize. 21 Moreover, Re~lism'L-causal emphasis on U.~ military 
presence as the chief factor bel-lind Asia's stability and prosperity ign~res the I, 
role of other fOrces, including Asian regional norms and institutions, eco- I) 
nomic growth, and domestic politics. In a similar vein, Realism's argtunent 
that...the Cold War bipolarity generated regional stabil ity can be questTo~ed. 
China's preeminent Realist scholar of international relations, Van XuetOI1 
of Tsinghua University, argues iliat while Cold War bipolarity might have 

revented war between the superpowers, it permitted numerous regional 
conflicts causing massive death and destruction: 

The history of East Asia does not support the argument that the balanced
 
strengths between China and the United States can prevent limited conven

tional wars in East Asia. During the Cold War, the balance of power between
 
the United States and the Soviet Union did prevent them from attacking each
 
other directly in this region, but it failed to prev~t wars be.tWeentbeir allies..or
 
wars between one of them and the allies of the other, SUdl as the Korean War
 
in the ]950s. Hence, ev~Walance.ofjlQ.WfLexistedlletween China..ilnd the
 
United States after the C91g War, we would still not be.surellbad..the function
 
of preventi;g limited conventional wars in this region 22
 

The Realist eA'Planation of Asia's Cold War stability, while having the 
vlrtue of consistency, actually contradicts a key element of its foundational 
logic, which seeS power balancing as a universal and unexceptionable law 
of international politics (even if Realists disagree whether it is an automatic 
law of nature, or has to be contrived). The notion of balance of power io. 
Asia as understood from a Realist perspective is actually a fig leaf for U.s. 
primacy, or even preponderance. Hence, what should \)e anathemaJor a 
dassical Realist23 -the discemable absence of balancing against a hege
monic power-has acquired The status of an al1n05t normative -.2-rgurnent 
about Asian regional order in Realist writings on Asia. This contradiction 
cannot be explained by simply viewing the United States as a benign power, 
which can escape dlE' logic ofbalanc.ing. If Realism is true to one of its foun
dational logics, tllen any power (benign or otherwise) seeking hegemony 
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should have invited a countervalling coalition. The fact. !haL tbe United 
States has not triggered such a coalition is a puzzle that has not been ade
quatcly explained. Adding a qualifier to their causal10gic (benign powers 
are less likely to be balanced against than malign ones) only lends itself to 

the charge, raised powerfully by fohn Vasquez, of Realism as a "degenera

tive" theoretical paradigm14 

LlBERAUSM 

Classical Liberalism rests on three pillars: 

1.	 CommeFeal bi~ralism, or the view that economic interdependence, 
espedalJy free trade, reduces prospect of war by increasing its costs to 

the parties;
2. Rep.ublicanliberalism, or the "democratic peace" argument which as

sumes that Liberal democracies are more peaceful than autocracies, or 

at least seldom fight one another; 
3. Lib8.('a1 institutionalism, which focuses on the contribution of inter

national organizations in fostering collective security, managing con

flict, ana promoting cooperation. 

A modern variant of Liberal institutionalism is neo-Liberal institutionalism. 
Unlike classical Liberaltsm, which took a benign view of human nature, 
neo-Liberal institutionalism accepts the Realist premise that the interna
tional system is anarchic and tllat states are the primary, ifOot the only, ac
tors in international relations. But it disagrees wltb-neo-Realism's dismissal 
of international institutions. Neo-Liberals l]lllintain that intcrnatloi'1al insti
tutions,broadly defined-including regimes ..and fo..rmal QIgaruzations
can reg~ state behavior and promote cooQeration by reducing transac
tion costs, fa~ating information-sharing, preventing cheating, and 
providing avenuestor peaceful resol~ion otconflicts. 

While Re~rn as a theory of international relations is preoccupied with 
issues of semrity and order, Liberalism is more concerned with the nature 
and dynamics.Q.i the.J.nternational political economy. Liberal perspedives 

" on Asia's international relations are no exception. For Libggls,_thtlounda
tions of the. postwar international relations of Asia ~l::.laid not by the re
gion's distinctive geography or culture, or by security threats facing the re
gion, but rather by lb-e .l2..0st-World WarJ1 international ~o~omic ~tem 
under American hegemony. The United States was central to the creation of 
international tnstitutions such as the lnternational Monetary Fund (lMF), 
the World Bank, and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATr) , 
which played a crucial TOle in diffusing the norms of economic Liberalism. 
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In Asia....Jb.£...United States served as a benign hegemon providing the collec
tive goods of secm}!}' against communist expansion and free acc!ss to its 
vast marKet toAsia's early indusu-ializers, even at a cost to itself (in terms of 
incurring huge defidts). The outcome was rapid economic growth in a 
number of Asian economies, which created a "perfonnance legitimacy" for 
the region's autocratic rulers, thereby stabilizing their domestic politIcs. At 
the same time, the region witnessed a grQ..wiI)JLinterdq>endence resultillg 
from the pursuit of market-driven and market-friendly economic growth 
strategies, which furthered the prospects for regional stability and security. 

Liberal conceptions of the international relations of Asia have particu
larly stressed the role of expanding interdependence as a force for peace. 25 

The interdependence argument was advanced with ever more vigor with the 
end of the Cold War and the rise of Chinese econom ic power. Liberals, both 
Western and Asian (including many of them within China itselt), came to 
view it as a crucial factor in making China's rise peaceful. Yet, the argument 
also invited much aiticism, espedally, as noted earlier, from Realists, who 
often take the failure olEuropean economic inte.rdependence to prevent the 
Pirst World War as a severe indictment of the "if goods do not cross borders, 
soldiers wiW logic. Defending against such charges, Liberals stress differ
ences between nineteenth-century and contemporary patterns of economic 
interdependence. The fonner was based on trade and exchange, while the 
latter is rooted in transnational production. whidlis more "costly to break" 
and wh~.!-=.h has a deeper andmore. durable impact on national pQlitical aJld 
security autonomy. 

The ~nd...snaud.DLLiOOralism-demQ.ffa!icpeace theory-has found 
very little expression in writings on Asian IR. This need /lot be surprising 
since historically Asia has had few democracies to test the claims of this the
ory meaningfuny. Moreover, Asia's democrage~ teM to_ be. of th.e "il1ib~al 
variety," making it more plausible for LtS to speak of an "illiberal peace" in 
the region (especially in Southeast Asia), whereby a group of authoritarian 
and semi-authoritarian states avoid conflict by focusing on economic 
growth, performanceJegitimacy, and sovereignty-preserving region1iflpstl
tutions. Critics of democratic peace in the West, such as Jack Snyder and Ed 
Mansfield, have also questioned the normative claims ofdemocratic p-eace 
by highlightioKthe danger of war associated with den10aatic lran~tions. In 
Asia, the Liberal/democratic peace argument has found more critics than 
adherents, but in general it has not been an important part of the debate 
over the region's international relations. 

The neglect is as unfortunate as the criticism of democratic peace is mis
placed. Contrary to a popular perception, democratic trallsitions in Asia 
have neveT led to interstate war and only occasionally to serious domestic 
instability. The case of Indonesia post-Suharro might be an exception to the 
latter, but didn't IDme people die in the transition to aUlhoritarian rule in 
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that counuv in the 1960s than from it? In South Korea, Taiwan, Cambodia, 
\ the Philipp'ines, and Thailand, democratic transitions have not caused seri

ous internal strife or interstate conflict. On the contrary, it might be argued 
that such transitions have often yielded a "cooperative peace di';jdend," 
whereby the new democratic governments have pursued cooperative strate
gies toward their traditional rivals. Examples...lnclude Thailand'.s "battle
fietds to. marketplaces" policy in the late 19§Os that helped to break the 
stalemate in the Cambodia conflict, Kinl Oae Jung's Sunshine Policy, and 
IndQ!l~ia'£ASEAN Security Community i:!litiative. Pakistan's democratic 
breakdown under Musharra[ might have led to improved prospects for 
peace with India, but this was induced by a strong external element, the 
9/11 attacks, and the U.S.-led war on terror. Democratization fueled de
mands for Taiwanese independence, thereby challenging East Asian stabil
ity, but democratization has also created populist countervailing pressures 
on Taiwan's pro-independence governments from going over the brink in 
inviting a Chinese military response. At the very least, there is not much ev
idence from Asia to support the critics' view that democratic transitions in
tensify the danger of war, or even domestic strife. 

The impact of the third element of the Liberal paradigm, LibersJ institu
tionalism, on Asian lR discourses is both easier and harder to establish. 00 
the one hand, the growth of regional institutions in Asja a1l9~s greater 
space to Liberal conceptions of order-building through institutions. But the 
Liberal understanding of how institutions come about ';nd preserve order 
overlaps considerably with sodal Constructivist approaches. Indeed, insti
tutionalism (lhe study of the role of international institutions) is no longer 
a puretynberal preserve; In Asia at least, it has been appropriated QyJ;on
structivists who have both deepened and broadened the underst~ndings of 
what institutions are and how they impact on Asia's international relations. 
Cl~al Liberal institutionaJi~m was identified with bo~ective se

curity and, to a lesser extent, regional integration theory, which was closely 
derived from early West European integration durjruftht..22.50s ~d '60s. 
But neither type of Liberal institutionalism has had a regional application 
in Asia, where there have been no collective secutity (even if one stretches 
the term to include collective defense) or supranational institutions. The 
newest Liberal institutionalism, neo-Liberal institutionalism, narrowed the 
scope of investigation into institutional dynamics (how institutions affect 
state behavior) considerably. It shared the Realist conception of anarchy 
while disagreeing with Realism on the importance of institutions as agents 
of cooperation and change. But it gave an overly utilitarian slant to the per
formance of institutions. Institutions may (but not always or necessarily) 
induce cooperation because they can increase infonnalion flows, reduce 
transaction costs, and prevent cheating. But institutions are not really trans
formalive; thei.r end-product may be an intemational regime rather than a 
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security community where the prospect of war is unthinkable. In Asia, 
ApEC has-9El-&Iuhe..QJ.le regil1leiinstituLion thaLneo-L.iberals Ilave been most 
attracted lO. But even there, and certainly in the case of the more ASEAN
centric institutions (e.g., ASEAN, ASEAN Regional Forum, ASEAN + 3, and 
East Asian Summit), ~tructivism lWith its stress on the culture- and 
identity-derived notion of the "ASEAN v-jay") has been a more popular 
mode of analysis than neo-Liberalism or classical Liberalism (collective sei'l. 
curit.Yanaregional i.ntegration). 

In general then, Li~ral perspectives have made little impact on tIle study 
of Asia's international relations. This need not have been, or will remain, 
the-case. Liberalism is more notable as a causal theory of peace, iyst as Re
alism focuses on the causes ofwar. In a traditionaUy Realist-dominated field 
of Asian international relations, and with the region's domestic politics 
landscape marked by a durable (if changing) authoritarian pattern, Liberal 
conceptions of peace and democracy have found few adherents. But as 
noted above, the criticisms of Liberal notions of interdependence and de
mocracy on the one hand and peace and stability on the other are often 
rooted in misplaced historical analogies and selective empirical evidence. 
Lib£:J:a1jsm...h3s a brighter future-in the analvslsofAsia's int.e.malional rela
tions as tI;e_region's historical (post-World War 11) corpbination of eco
nomic nationalism, security bilateralism, and political authoritarianism 
unravels and gives way to a more complex picture where economic Liberal
ism, security multilateralism, and democratic politiG acquire force as de
terminants of (egioual order and form the basis of an "Asian universalism" 
in lR theory. 

CONSTRUCfMSM 

For Constructivists, international relations is shaped not just by material 
forces surn as power and wealth, but al~o by .subjective and il1ter-sl!bjec
tive factorS;- including ideas, nonns,- history, culture, and identity. Con
structivism takes a sociologlcal, ranier than "strategic interaction," view of 
international relations. The interests and identities of states are not pre-or
daine.d, or a given, but emerge ana change through a process of mutual in
teractions and socialization. Conditions such as anarchy and power poli
tics are not pennaneDl or "organic" features of international relations, but 
are socially constructed. State interests and identities are in important part 
constituted by these social structures rather than given exogenously to the 
system by human nature or domestic politics. ~orms, once established, 
have a life of their own; they create and redefine state int~esls alld ap
proaches. For CopstructivislS, international instilutions €Xen a deep im- 'l 
pact on the behavior of states; they not only regulate state behavior, but 
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also constitute state identities. Through interaction and socialization, states 
may develop a.. "collective identity" that would enable them to Qvercome 
power politics and the security dilemma. 

Constructivism is struggling to acquire the status of a "theory" of inter
national relations comparable to Realism or Liberalism. Some critics view 
it as social theory that has no basis in LR. Constructivists are alsoaccused of 
lacking miadle-range theory and not pursuing serious empirical research 
(although this criticism would be increasingly hard to sustain as more em
pirical studies emerge employing a Constructivist framework); some Con
structivists themselves acknowledge that like rational choice, it is more of a 
method than a theory per se.26 

But Constructivism has helped to answer a number of keuu~les about 
Asian securil)" order. While Constructivism is essentially a post-Cold War 
theory, it has been employed to explain key puzzles of Asian international 
relations during the Cold War period. Constructivists sues!>-tAe-rek of col
lecti.ve identities in.J:be foundation ofAsia's postwar international relations. 
In an important contribution, Chris Hemmer and Peter Katzenstein explain 
the puzzle of ~y there is no NATO in Asia" byexamining.J:hujiffering 
perceptions of collective identity held by U.S. policymakers in relation to 
Europe and Asia.l7 American poLicymakers in the early postwarperiod "saw 
their potential Asian allies ... as part of an alien and, in important ways, 
inferior community."28 This was in marked contrast to their perception of 
"their potential European allies [who were seenl as relatively equal mem
bers of a shared community." Because the United States recognized a greater 
sense of a transatlantic community than a transpaciflc one, Europe rather 
than Asia was seen as a more desirable arena for multilateral engagement: 
hence there was no Asian NATO. While this explanation stresses the collec
tive identity of an external actor, another C::~:>nstTU~v.i.s.LQ.erspectivehigh
lights dle~atjve concerns of Asian actors themselves, especiilly Asia's 
nationalist leaders, ~hQ delegitimized collective-defensOr vi~inK.it as a 
foPTI of great power intelVention through their interactions in the early 
postwar period, culminating in the Asia-Africa Conference in Bandung in 
1955.29 

Constructivi$m also explains why a different form of regionalism waS 

possible in Asia, Qne that was more reflective oCthe-nornlative and cultural 
beliffs of the Asian states and their mllective identitiesas newly indepen
de!1t states seeking national and regional autonomy. This explains the ori
gins and evolution of ASEAN, Asia's fust viable regional.,grouping ASEAN's 
stablisbment in 1967, Constructivists argue, cannot be explained from a 

Realist perspective, in the absence of a common external threat perception, 
or from a Liberal one, whicl'l. would assume substantial interdependence 
among its members Neither of these conditions marked the relationship 
among ASEAN's founding members at its birth. Instead, rel?ionaJism in 
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Southeast Asia.was a product of ideational fmces, sllch as shared norms, 
and socialization in search of a common identity. Shared norms, including 
non-intelVention, equality of states, and avoida'!f.e of membership in great 
power military pacts were influential in shaping a deliberately weak and rel
atively non·institutionalized fonn ofregionalism that came to be known as 
the "ASEAN Way." 

Regional institutions have thus been at the core of Constructivist under
standing of Asia's postwar international relations. It is through Asian insti
tutions tllat Constructivists have attempted to project and test their notions 
abQut the role of ideas (for example, common and cooperative security), 
identity ("Asian Way," "ASEAN Way," "Asia-Pacific Way"), and socializa
tion.3D The influence of Constructivism is especially visible in attempts to 

differentiate between European and Asian regionalism, stressing the formal, 
legalistic, and bureaucratic natureof the fonner with the informal, consen
sual, and process·centric conception of the latter. That the European·de
rived criteria should not be used to judge the perfonnance and effectiveness 
of Asian institutions has been a key element in Constructivist arguments 
about Asian regionalism J 1 

Apart from conceptualizing the distinctive nature and performance of 
Asian regional institutions, whkh are either dismissed-(by Realists) or in
adequately captured (by neo-Liberal orrationalist institutionalism), Con
structivists have also stepped into the debate over Asia's emerging and fu
ture security order by frontally challenging the "ripe for rivalry" scenario 
proposed famously and controversially by Aaron Friedberg.'${ David Kang, 
noting that Realist scenanbs such as Frieaberg's have failed to materialize, 
calls for examining Asian security from the perspective ofAsia's own history 
and cuI ture. lie raisesthe notion of a hierarchical regional system in Asia at 
the time of China's imperial dominance and the tributary system. Asia was 
peaceful when China was powerful; now with the (re-)~ergence of China 
as a regional and global power, Asia_could acq,uire stability through band
wagoning with China (which in his view is occurring).33 While for 
MearSheimer, Europe's Mback to me-future.:' means heightened disorder of 
the type that-aceompanied th~ rise. of Germany .in the late nineteenth cen
tury, f6rl{ang, Asia's "back to the future" implies a return to nierarchy and 
stability under Chinese preeminence. 

Kan!(s thesis presents one of the most powerful Constructivist challeoges 
to the Realist orthodoxy in Asian IR But his argument nas been controver
sial, even among Constructivists)1 who have questioned its claim about the 
peaceful nature of tlle old tributary system, wllether China's neighbors are 
actually "bandwagoning" with China, -and the structural differences be
tween Asian regional systems during the tributary sy~tem, especially the ab
sence of other contenders for hegemony that can now be found in the 
United States, Russia, Japan, and India, and the continuing importance of 
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sovereignty to both China and its neighbors that militate against hierarchy 
(see Samuel Kim's chapter in this volume). 

Constructivism has acquired a substantial following among not only 
Western but also Asian scholars on Asian 1R.35 A key factor behind this is 
the growing interest in the study of Asian regionalism, with the prolifera
tion of regional institutions and dialogues in Asia in the post-Cold War pe
riod. In China, aside from regional institutions, local discourses about 

hina's "peaceful rise" play an jmportant role behind the emergence of 
ConstruCtivism as the most popular lR theory among the younger genera
tion academics. Constructivism has given an alternative theoretical plat
form to Chinese scholars wary of Realist (power transition) j2g.[~Qectives 
from the-WeSt ras well as other parts of Asia), which see (he rise of China 
as a major threat to intematiollal stability. 

COnstructivism has advanced the understanding of Asia's international 
relations in important ways. Their focus on the role of ideatioual forces, 
SUd1 as culture, norms. and identity, enriches our understanding of the\ 
sources and determinants of Asian regional order not compared to a purely 
materialistic perspective. Second, Constructivists have challglged the un
critical acceptance of the balance of power system posited..by Realist and 
neo-Reallst scholars as the basis of Asian regional order by giving greater 
play to the possibility of change and (ransfonnation driven.bY socialization. 
Thircr;-construaivist writings have introduced greater theoretical diversity 
and opened the space for debate in thelield and helped to lMlk the insights 

f the traditional area studies approach to Southeast Asia to the larger do
main of international relations theory% 

But the growing visibility of Constructivism in Asian IR has invited criti
cisms of the "new Constructivist orthodoxy." Despite having begun as a dis
senting view, side by side with other critical perspeaives on international 
relations, Constructivism is now bracketed as a "mainstream" peL~J2ecLivc. 

This is ironic, because Constructivism is also dismissed by some as a fad, a 
passing fancy of a handful of intellectuals, which will fade into obscurity as 
the optimism generated by the end of the Cold War dissipates. Equally un
onvincing are accusations leveled against Constructivism of uncritically 

emulating their rationalist foes, of norma.tive-.G€te.minism (too much em
phas~ on norms at the expense. of material forc,es), and unreformed state
cent..Iism (ignoring the role of <;iviJ society aaors). While critics see the de
gree of Constructivist optimism about Asia's future to be as misconceived 
as Realist pessimism, in reality, Constructivist optimism has been more 
guarded that what the cri tics portray. Moreserious are the criticisms of Con
structivism's tendency to ignore domestic politics (how domestic interac
tions change identity and interests) and its self-serving moral cosmopoli
tanism (bias toward "universal" ideas and global norm entrepreneurs at the 
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expense oEpre-existing local beliefs and local agents). These criticisms mir
ror complaints about Constructivism_ 

It is quite obvio£s that the line separating the three theoretical eerspec
tives on Asian international relations have never been neat. This brings us 
to the question of what Katzenstejn and associates have called the need for 
"analytic edecticism" in the study of international relations.!? I would add 
that such eclecticism is needed not just between theoretical paradigtns but 
also within them (intra-paradigm and inter-paradigm). Prospects for Asia's 
future canNot be ascertained from tighdy hela paradigmatic frameworks, 
but synthesis between and wiu1in theJTl. This chapter has suggested a con
siderable overlap between UberaJism and ConstruCjivism (which in turn 
has significant English School foundations), espt',fially when it comes to 
the study ofAsian regional institutions and in colliltering Realist pessimism 
about Asia's future international order. But ihe Realist-favored notion of 
balance of power can also be seen as haVing its basis in normative and so
cial foundations, as evident in notions such as "soft balancing" or "institu
tiona I balancing." 

While the debate between Realist "pessimism" and Uberal/Constructivist 
"Qptimism ,r-- about the future of Asia's security order remains far from set
tled. rere.o.t contributions to Asian se<:uriry disl.;lJssions have been intra-par
adigm;luc 'such.as the Kang-Acharya debate) and even within the Realist 
amp, between offensive and defensive Realists (e.g., Mearsheimer and 

Christensen, respectively). Moreover, the debate over Asia's future security 
order is less about whether it will feature some type of cooperative mecha
nism (rather Ulan approximating a pure Hobbesian anard1Y), than which 
type of cooperation/accommodation (concen, community, soft balancing, 
hieran:~De feasible. And in this context, while traditional concep
tions of regional order in Asia revolved around the relationship of compe
tition and accommodation among the great powers, how the great powers 
relate Lo weaker states has become especially crucial for a region in_ whidl 
the weaker stales drive regional cooperation and institution-building. 

u 
..; 

CONCLUSION: FROM EXCEJYI10NALISM TO UNIVERSALISM 

If{ theory is increasiPgly used in the classrooms and writings on Asian JR in 
Japan, Korea. China. and Taiwan and to a lesser extent Southeast and South 
sia. It should be noted that a good deal of Htheory" that might be helpful 

In broadening the scope of IR remains "hidden" due to language barriers, 
lack of resources in Asian institutions, and the dominance ofWestem schol
arly and policy outlets. But this is changing with the infusion of new schol
ar~hiD and the broadening intellectual parameters of theoretical discourses_ 
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As elsewhere and in other points of history, theoretical arguments and 
claims about Asian JR closely approximate shifts in global and regional in
ternational relations. The growlug,popularity of Liberalism and Construc
tivism in Asian lR is thus dosely related to the end of the Co!9 War and 
the eine.rgence oEnew regional institutions in Asia, While eyen~ drive the
oretical shifts, to some extent, theories have offered rationalization of 
event-driven policy perspectives and approaches. Thus, Sino-U.S. tensions 
over Taiwan and other East Asian security issues have given a fresn impe
tus for ReaJist pessimism, while the end of the Cambodia conflict, the 
South China Sea Code of Conduct, and the emergence of the'ARF and East 
Asia Summit (EAS) have given a fillip to Liberal and Constructivist opti
mism. 

What next in the theoretical evolution of Asian IR studies? Realism re
tains a dominant, if no longer hegemonic, position. Realist argt.1Jl1ents such 
as'l!.pc@euransition, """back to the future," "ripe for tivalry," and':offensive 
Realism" have often provided the starring point of debate over Asia's emerg
ing and future international order. But neweL-approaches, esp,ecially Liberal 
and Constructivist perspectives, are enriching academic and policy debates 
on ASIan lit R:eaIism, especially empirical Realism (i.e., academic and pol
icy writings that reflect the philosophical assumptions ofRealism without 
beings-elf-COnsciously framed in theoretical jargon), will, remain imponam, 
but so wiliConstructivism. While Constructivism has been criticized as a 
fad, it is lIKely to retain a central place in writings on Asian 1R, because its 
focl.,!! on issues of culture and identity resonate well witb A~ian..thinkers and 
writers. And Liberal perspectives, such as democratic peace and institutions, 
whlc.h have been neglected thus far, will assume greaterpromine.nce, at least 
insidiously. ~. 

ore imponantly, with the growing interest in theorizing Asia's interna
tional relations, the debate over the relevance of Western theory to analyze 
Asia has intensified. Perspectives that view lR theory as a fundamentally 
ethnocentric enterprise that does a poor job of analyzing Asian IR are be
coming commonplace in Asian writings on the region's 1R. And this view is 
shared by a number of leading Western scholars. This debate has also led to 

t.. a seaJ:.0 for an "Asian IR..1beory," akin to the English School or the Copen
hagen Sd1001. But there is little movement in the direction of an Asian IRJ theory in the regional sense. Tins is not surprising, given Asia's subregional 
and national differences. 38 There is a great scope for national perspectives, 
even in a highly contested manner. 39 For example, some Chinese scholars 
are attempting to develop a Chinese School of lR, derived either from Chi

ese histori.caI practices, such as the warring stat.es period and th~ uibutary 
system, or from the metaphysical Chinese worldview.40 

An equally vocal group of Chjnese scholars rejects tIns approach, insist
ing that IR theolY must have a universal frame. According to this group, at
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tempts to develop TR theory should be gpided by "scientific" universalism, 
rallier than cuJtural specificity.4J Going by this irnmense1y-he1pftil and ex
citing debate, the challenge, then, is to broaden the horizons of existing IR 
theory by including the Asian experience, rather than either to reject IR the
ory or to develop a Chinese or Asian School that will.!?etter !=<lpturqrnd ex
plain China's or Asia's unique historical experience, btJt have little Iekvance 
elsewhere, even though SUd1 universalism would still require deeper inves
tigations into Asian history. 

here is thus a growing space for an Asian universalism in IR theory. I use 
the term "Asian universalism" since it is in direct juxtaposition to the Asian 
exceptionalism found in the extreme form in the notion of Asian values, 
Asian conception of human rights, Asian democracy, or in a more moder
ate strain in claims about an Asian form of capitalism, or an Asian mode of 
globalization. Asian exceptjonalism, especially in its extreme fOnTI, refers to 
the tendency to view Asia as a unique and relatively homogenous entity 
that rejects ideas, such as human rights and democracy, whicl1 lay a claim 
to universality, but which are in reality constructed and exported by the 
West. Such ideas are to be contested because of their lad< of fit with local 
cultural, historical, and political realities in Asia. Asian universalism by con
trast refers to the fit, often constructed by local idea entrepreneurs, between 
external and Asian ideas and practices with a view to give a wider dissemi
nation to the latter. This involves the simultaneous reconstruction of oot- ' 
side ideas in accordance wito local beliefS and practices and the transmis
sion and diffusion of the preexisting and localized forms of knowledge 
beyond the region. Whereas Asian exceptionalism is relevant only in ana
lyzing and explaining local patterns of IR, Asian ujliversalism woul.d use lo
cal knOWledge to understand and explain both local and foreign TR 

The impetus for Asian universalism comes from several sources. The first
 
is a historical shift from economic nationalism, security bilateralism, and
 
authoritaJ:ian poJitics:in the Postw8Lpeooc! to eCOllQmic..interdependence,
 
securitY: i'llil1tilateralism, and democratic politics ~f the post-Cold War era.
 
This shift is far hom linear, but it is occurring and having a substantial im

pact on studies of Asian 1R. And this need not be seen as a purely or mainly
 
Liberal trend, as it would be mediated by local historical, cultural, and
 
ideational frameworks that have their roots in local conceptions of power
 
politics, utilitarianism, and normative transformation. This shift challenges 
the distinction between Asian and universal knowledge claims and.expands 
the scope for grafting oluside. theoretical concepts onto Asian local dis
courses. 

The region also abounds in historical fonus of local knowledge with a 
llniversal.reach. Examples include the ideas of Asian ,thinkers such as Ra
bindranath Tagore's critique of nationalism, Nehru's neutralism and non
alignment, and Gandhi's satyagraha. 42 There are many Japanese writings 
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that were developed either in association with, or in reaction against, West
43 

ern concepts of nationalism, internationalism, and international order.
 
Although some of these Indian and Japanese contributions were either cri

tiques of Western ideas (like nationalism) or were borrowed forms ofWest

ern ideas {such as Gandhi's borrowing of passive resistance), they were suf

ficiently infusea with a local content to be deemed a fonn of local
 
knowledge. Moreover, the outcome of this interaction between Western and
 
Asian ideas was "constitutive" io the sense thai it redefined both the West

ernlaeas and the local identities. And while the locaTIzation or Western
 
ideas might have been originally intended for domestic or regional audi
ences, the resulting cone<;pts and practices did possess a wider couceptual 
frame to have rekvance beyond Asia. Such ideas deserve a place alongside 
existing theories of IR. Historical patterns of interstate and interciviliza
tional relations in Asia, including the tributary system, also nave their place, 
if they can be conceptualized in a manner that would extend their analyti
cal utility and nonnative purpose (present in any theory) beyond China or 

East Asia.44 
Asian practices of international relations are another rich source of Asian 

universalism in lR theory.45 Asi~egionalism, whi<JI manages the balance 
of poWeLqocLapands the potential for a regional comm~ity, also provides 
a gqpd potential avenue for such universalism. IJlstead of d@..wfug a sharp 
distinction between what is European and what is Asian, theoretical per
spectives onAsianregionalism..should explore commonalities that are quite 

\ substantial and.. 'Would constitute the (me of a universal C-Q1J2us of knowl
edge about regionali§m i.n 'World politiCS..46 

\ While the distinctlye asp~ of Asia'~ history, idc-asrand approaches will 
condition t1'tc wa:! Western theoretical ideas are understood and make their 
impact, elements of the former will fwd their way into a wider arena inOu
encing global discourses about international order in lhi twenty-first cen
tury. The challenge for theoretical writings on Asi.an IR is to reflect on and 
conceptualize this dynamic, whereby scholars do.not-Stop at teSting Western 
con@t.LIDcLtheori.es in the Asian cante);.'"!, but generalize frorn tile lauer in 
order to enrich an hitherto Western-centric IR theory.47 
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